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Data refer to 100 schools in Pinetown District. 
95% confidence intervals are indicated.
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Opportunity cost!



Estimates of impact of a reading programme in India

Source: IPA

Source: Innovations for Poverty Action



“Ask an important question and answer it reliably”
-Professor Sir Richard Peto
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Where is the need? Interviews with communities
Gap analysis
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Important question/s How to answer reliably
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decent sample size, identification strategy, counterfactual (RCTs / 
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WHY does something work / not work? Process evaluation (did the thing actually happen?)
Talk to people
Hypothesize / infer
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Possibilities Pitfalls Problems

• Achieve more 

• Find important problems

• Solve them reliably

• Use bad quality evidence, which 
misleads us

• Producing bad quality evidence 
which wastes loads of resources

• Use research from one context 
elsewhere where it doesn’t apply

• Fail to use the evidence that 
already exists

• Treat people as lab-rats

• Lots of evidence is rubbish (esp. 
charity-generated)

• Big gaps – esp. on what works (in 
which contexts) e.g., 
o CSA
o How to fund

• What exists can be hard to find / 
understand / is pay-walled 
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